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Migration fromMigration from MaghrebMaghreb to Europe started in the 60to Europe started in the 60’’s,s,
during the postduring the post--independence periodindependence period

As a result, this beginning millennium witnessed theAs a result, this beginning millennium witnessed the
return of thousands of migrants, who have now reachedreturn of thousands of migrants, who have now reached
the retirement age, to Morocco, Algeria and Tunisiathe retirement age, to Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia

This study examines how the pensions of the retiredThis study examines how the pensions of the retired
return migrants are used. 2 main possibilities exist:return migrants are used. 2 main possibilities exist:

 used for consumption purposesused for consumption purposes (inc. purchasing of houses)(inc. purchasing of houses)

 reinvested partly in the local economiesreinvested partly in the local economies

If we consider that there exists a consistent wage andIf we consider that there exists a consistent wage and
pension differentials between home and host employmentpension differentials between home and host employment
markets, then we can assume that the pension of themarkets, then we can assume that the pension of the
retired returnee can constitute a factor of sustainableretired returnee can constitute a factor of sustainable
development in the regiondevelopment in the region



DATADATA



Data used stem from a field survey carried out in 2006 in theData used stem from a field survey carried out in 2006 in the
framework of the MIREM project (framework of the MIREM project (CCollectiveollective Action to SupportAction to Support
the Reintegration of Return Migrants in their Country of Origin)the Reintegration of Return Migrants in their Country of Origin)

http://http://www.mirem.euwww.mirem.eu

based at the Robertbased at the Robert SchumanSchuman Centre for Advanced Studies,Centre for Advanced Studies,
with financial support of both European Union and Europeanwith financial support of both European Union and European
University InstituteUniversity Institute

Sampling frame for this survey was stratified into 3 countriesSampling frame for this survey was stratified into 3 countries
ofof MaghrebMaghreb, with a total sample of 992 migrants dispatched as, with a total sample of 992 migrants dispatched as
follows:follows:

•• 330 Morocco330 Morocco
••332 Algeria332 Algeria
••330 Tunisia330 Tunisia

Only data concerning those return migrants who have freelyOnly data concerning those return migrants who have freely
decided to come back home were considered in this study,decided to come back home were considered in this study,
excluding those expulsedexcluding those expulsed



THE FIRST GENERATIONTHE FIRST GENERATION
OF MIGRANTSOF MIGRANTS



Process of economic transition that followed theProcess of economic transition that followed the
independences during the 60independences during the 60’’s in thes in the MaghrebMaghreb led to aled to a
global migration of young men, mainly to France (formerglobal migration of young men, mainly to France (former
colonial country) and Italy (nearest country withcolonial country) and Italy (nearest country with
employment opportunities)employment opportunities)

Since that period,Since that period, MaghrebianMaghrebian governments consideredgovernments considered
emigration as a mean of exporting unemployment andemigration as a mean of exporting unemployment and
poverty, and way of importing wealth, throughpoverty, and way of importing wealth, through
remittancesremittances

Today, migration is still a paramount issue inToday, migration is still a paramount issue in MaghrebMaghreb,,
and migrants are considered as key persons contributingand migrants are considered as key persons contributing
to the local economic developmentto the local economic development

Morocco: remittances represent + 8% of GDP and permitMorocco: remittances represent + 8% of GDP and permit
to the government to cover 50% of the balance ofto the government to cover 50% of the balance of
payment deficitpayment deficit



Little attention has been paid to the changes occurredLittle attention has been paid to the changes occurred
since the departure of the first generation of migrants,since the departure of the first generation of migrants,
the perspective of their return, and its possible effects onthe perspective of their return, and its possible effects on
investment and sustainable developmentinvestment and sustainable development

Today, expatriatedToday, expatriated MaghrebianMaghrebian community includes 2community includes 2ndnd,,
even 3even 3rdrd generation, but the most important is that the 1generation, but the most important is that the 1stst

generation is composed of individuals who have justgeneration is composed of individuals who have just
reached the retirement agereached the retirement age

Many returned home, or are seriously thinking aboutMany returned home, or are seriously thinking about
coming back and enjoying an old age in the home landcoming back and enjoying an old age in the home land

Spending the last days of life in motherland, and buriedSpending the last days of life in motherland, and buried
near the father is common in the Muslim culturenear the father is common in the Muslim culture

Buried in a nonBuried in a non--Muslim cemetery is a great fear amongMuslim cemetery is a great fear among
Muslim expatriated in Europe or USMuslim expatriated in Europe or US



SOME FIGURESSOME FIGURES



Retiring is the first motivation for returning back home,Retiring is the first motivation for returning back home,
familial problems in home country being the secondfamilial problems in home country being the second
reason, with respectively 14.4% and 8.9% of thereason, with respectively 14.4% and 8.9% of the
responsesresponses

Seniors = 18% of theSeniors = 18% of the MaghrebianMaghrebian return migrants, whilereturn migrants, while
21.9 % are officially retirees21.9 % are officially retirees

During the last 10 years for instance, more than 90 000During the last 10 years for instance, more than 90 000
Algerian left France to benefit their pension in Algeria, atAlgerian left France to benefit their pension in Algeria, at
a rhythm of 9a rhythm of 9 100 migrants per year100 migrants per year

Number of Moroccan retirees leaving France variesNumber of Moroccan retirees leaving France varies
around 1 400 departures per yeararound 1 400 departures per year

As a result, savings and pensions of the retiredAs a result, savings and pensions of the retired
returnee became suddenly an economic factorreturnee became suddenly an economic factor

of major importanceof major importance



METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHESMETHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES

2 opposite approaches for the analysis of the pension of the ret2 opposite approaches for the analysis of the pension of the retiredired
returnee, depending on the vision of his economic capitalreturnee, depending on the vision of his economic capital

ENDOGENOUS MIGRATION MODELENDOGENOUS MIGRATION MODEL

migrantmigrant’’s behaviour based on altruism and the satisfaction of personss behaviour based on altruism and the satisfaction of persons
relying on him, and in particular the family at homerelying on him, and in particular the family at home

retired migrant affects his pension for consumption purposes, eiretired migrant affects his pension for consumption purposes, eitherther
for himself or his familyfor himself or his family

Immediate welfare is paramount to any idea of rates of return ofImmediate welfare is paramount to any idea of rates of return of thethe
pension, as the utility of the migrant is directly linked to thepension, as the utility of the migrant is directly linked to the utility ofutility of
the family in the home countrythe family in the home country

This model does not consider the migrants transfers, savings andThis model does not consider the migrants transfers, savings and
pensions as an engine of local employment and economic growthpensions as an engine of local employment and economic growth



PORTFOLIO MODELPORTFOLIO MODEL

remitting aims at guaranteeing a reward when comingremitting aims at guaranteeing a reward when coming
back to the home countryback to the home country

thisthis ““selfish modelselfish model”” considers that at least a part of theconsiders that at least a part of the
pension is invested in businesses.pension is invested in businesses.

projects are of micro dimension, and the pension is oftenprojects are of micro dimension, and the pension is often
used to reimburse a bank loan than invested directly in aused to reimburse a bank loan than invested directly in a
projectproject

consider remittances, savings and pensions as a majorconsider remittances, savings and pensions as a major
source of capital for sustainable development in homesource of capital for sustainable development in home
land, as they create productive assets and reduceland, as they create productive assets and reduce
unemploymentunemployment



OPTIMAL DURATION OF MIGRATIONOPTIMAL DURATION OF MIGRATION

close relationship between the period of time spent abroad and tclose relationship between the period of time spent abroad and thehe
returneereturnee’’s willingness to invest in the home market:s willingness to invest in the home market:

duration too short: migrant will not have the time to acquireduration too short: migrant will not have the time to acquire
necessary experience to create and manage a project in home counnecessary experience to create and manage a project in home countrytry

 period spent outside too long: migrant will lose contact with tperiod spent outside too long: migrant will lose contact with thehe
home society, and will be so disconnected that he will no morehome society, and will be so disconnected that he will no more
have the sufficient knowledge about behaviours, markets andhave the sufficient knowledge about behaviours, markets and
economic mechanisms to be able to create a profitable projecteconomic mechanisms to be able to create a profitable project

 if the returnee is too aged, his health will no more permit himif the returnee is too aged, his health will no more permit him toto
manage efficiently his businessmanage efficiently his business

There exist a theoretical, optimal period of time spentThere exist a theoretical, optimal period of time spent
abroad that influences the possibilityabroad that influences the possibility

of investing back homeof investing back home
We will verify this hypothesis later,We will verify this hypothesis later,

in the specific case ofin the specific case of MaghrebMaghreb



TYPOLOGY OF THETYPOLOGY OF THE
MAGHREBIAN RETIRED RETURNEEMAGHREBIAN RETIRED RETURNEE



Was 25 years old when he left Algeria in 1960Was 25 years old when he left Algeria in 1960

Travelled by boat to Southern France (95%)Travelled by boat to Southern France (95%)

Holds regular documents (99%), and in particular a working permiHolds regular documents (99%), and in particular a working permitt
(63%)(63%)

Is 65 years and decided to return home after having spent in aveIs 65 years and decided to return home after having spent in averagerage
40 years abroad40 years abroad

Poorly educated (95%), was living in a rural area (59%) beforePoorly educated (95%), was living in a rural area (59%) before
settling abroadsettling abroad

Although was employed before migrating (62%), his financialAlthough was employed before migrating (62%), his financial
situation was precarious (87%) and did not benefit help from thesituation was precarious (87%) and did not benefit help from the
family (66%)family (66%)

Left Algeria single (70%) and had no close family in France (96%Left Algeria single (70%) and had no close family in France (96%))

Once in France, did not benefit help from family or friends (75%Once in France, did not benefit help from family or friends (75%),),
but found a job before three months (82%), and did not findbut found a job before three months (82%), and did not find
difficulties in integrating the local societydifficulties in integrating the local society



Although did not improve his educational level (95%) and had noAlthough did not improve his educational level (95%) and had no access toaccess to
professional training (90%), improved his financial situation duprofessional training (90%), improved his financial situation during hisring his
career (97%)career (97%)

Kept links with Algeria and used to send once a year 1000Kept links with Algeria and used to send once a year 1000€€ to Algeria (80%)to Algeria (80%)
to help the family (school expenses), build a house and contributo help the family (school expenses), build a house and contribute to socialte to social
projects, (mosques)projects, (mosques)

Used to bring to Algeria facilities, as refrigerators or cars (8Used to bring to Algeria facilities, as refrigerators or cars (88%)8%)

Had regular contacts with the consular representationsHad regular contacts with the consular representations

When coming back to Algeria, owner of his house (98%) and livesWhen coming back to Algeria, owner of his house (98%) and lives in an urbanin an urban
area (73%)area (73%)

Although thinks about staying definitely in Algeria (75%), keptAlthough thinks about staying definitely in Algeria (75%), kept hishis
documents in order to have the possibility to return to France (documents in order to have the possibility to return to France (84%)84%)

Felt poorly assisted by the Algerian government when coming backFelt poorly assisted by the Algerian government when coming back, and, and
despite problems of reintegration of the Algerian society, thinkdespite problems of reintegration of the Algerian society, thinks that life ins that life in
Algeria is better that in France (68%)Algeria is better that in France (68%)

Now transfers monthly 500Now transfers monthly 500€€ to his bank account in Algeria (55%), using itto his bank account in Algeria (55%), using it
for family expenses and to build a housefor family expenses and to build a house



ENTREPRENEURIAL BEHAVIOUR OF THEENTREPRENEURIAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE
MAGHREBIAN RETIRED RETURNEEMAGHREBIAN RETIRED RETURNEE



Does not seem keen on investing back homeDoes not seem keen on investing back home
(90%)(90%)

Invested in small and medium projects:Invested in small and medium projects:
 employing less than 10 employeesemploying less than 10 employees
 tourism and commercial sectorstourism and commercial sectors
 amounts varying from 3 000amounts varying from 3 000€€ to 90 000to 90 000€€

Has the capacity to invest amounts that areHas the capacity to invest amounts that are
considered relatively high regarding to the localconsidered relatively high regarding to the local
economy and level of developmenteconomy and level of development

Main source of financing was the pension andMain source of financing was the pension and
savings, with no assistance from local banksavings, with no assistance from local bank



RETURN VS NON RETURN:RETURN VS NON RETURN:
THE SOCIAL PROTECTION AS A KEY FACTORTHE SOCIAL PROTECTION AS A KEY FACTOR

When the migrant reaches 65 years, he must takeWhen the migrant reaches 65 years, he must take
a major decision concerning the last stage of hisa major decision concerning the last stage of his

migration cycle:migration cycle:

Stay there or come back home?Stay there or come back home?



STAY IN THE HOST COUNTRY?STAY IN THE HOST COUNTRY?

RANGE OF MEDICAL SERVICESRANGE OF MEDICAL SERVICES

Retired migrant is by nature over 65, and has specificRetired migrant is by nature over 65, and has specific
needs for keeping healthneeds for keeping health

MaghrebianMaghrebian health system does not offer a high standardhealth system does not offer a high standard
quality of medical servicesquality of medical services

MaghrebianMaghrebian health system still does not provide specifichealth system still does not provide specific
services such as geriatrics or psychological assistance forservices such as geriatrics or psychological assistance for
the elderly (but Tunisia)the elderly (but Tunisia)

Return migrant knows that if he decides to come backReturn migrant knows that if he decides to come back
home, he will be obliged to travel regularly to benefithome, he will be obliged to travel regularly to benefit
good medical services in the previous country ofgood medical services in the previous country of
immigrationimmigration



REIMBURSEMENTREIMBURSEMENT

Migrant used to benefit a social protection system that reimbursMigrant used to benefit a social protection system that reimburses aes a
consistent part of the medical expenses, especially if he wasconsistent part of the medical expenses, especially if he was
expatriated in Europe or in the Gulf region, where high standardexpatriated in Europe or in the Gulf region, where high standard
social systems are availablesocial systems are available

Migrant knows that in his origin country, the social protectionMigrant knows that in his origin country, the social protection systemsystem
is still poor, and he will have to spend consistent amounts of mis still poor, and he will have to spend consistent amounts of moneyoney
to cover by himself his health expenses, with no hope ofto cover by himself his health expenses, with no hope of
reimbursementreimbursement

TWOTWO--SPEED MAGHREBIAN HEALTH SYSTEMSPEED MAGHREBIAN HEALTH SYSTEM

Medical services offered by the public sector are bad: disorganiMedical services offered by the public sector are bad: disorganisedsed
reception, lack of hygiene, delays in treatments, overcrowded roreception, lack of hygiene, delays in treatments, overcrowded roomsoms

On the other side, private sector provides a better quality of hOn the other side, private sector provides a better quality of healthealth
services, but at a very high costservices, but at a very high cost

Tunisia: private clinics exports their services (British patientTunisia: private clinics exports their services (British patients have surgicals have surgical
operations because cheaper comparing to the UK, and no waiting loperations because cheaper comparing to the UK, and no waiting lists)ists)



Retired returnee aware that, if settling in his homeRetired returnee aware that, if settling in his home
country, he must affect a consistent part of his pension tocountry, he must affect a consistent part of his pension to
health care, while he can benefit from it freely in thehealth care, while he can benefit from it freely in the
previous immigration countryprevious immigration country

For all these reasons, all related to social protection, theFor all these reasons, all related to social protection, the
retired migrant is reluctant to come back home definitelyretired migrant is reluctant to come back home definitely

Most retired returnees keep updated the officialMost retired returnees keep updated the official
documents they were handling when living in hostdocuments they were handling when living in host
countriescountries

They travel every 6 months to the previous immigrationThey travel every 6 months to the previous immigration
country to prove that they are still alive and keep theircountry to prove that they are still alive and keep their
social protection cardssocial protection cards



RETURN TO HOME COUNTRY?RETURN TO HOME COUNTRY?

Paradoxically, the main factor pushing the retiredParadoxically, the main factor pushing the retired MaghrebianMaghrebian migrant tomigrant to
return to his home country is also related to the social systemreturn to his home country is also related to the social system

Huge difference in salary levels between host and home employmenHuge difference in salary levels between host and home employment marketst markets

As calculations are based on the last salary, pensions are higheAs calculations are based on the last salary, pensions are higher in the hostr in the host
countrycountry

pension of a retired Tunisian operator returning from Germany =pension of a retired Tunisian operator returning from Germany = salary of asalary of a
General Manager in the private sector in TunisiaGeneral Manager in the private sector in Tunisia

In addition to the differentials in gross salary levels, the excIn addition to the differentials in gross salary levels, the exchange rateshange rates
between thebetween the MaghrebianMaghrebian currencies and the Euro/Dollar are favourable to thecurrencies and the Euro/Dollar are favourable to the
return migrantreturn migrant

Fluctuation in exchange rates pushes regularly the pensions up,Fluctuation in exchange rates pushes regularly the pensions up,
compensating the inflation rates in home countrycompensating the inflation rates in home country

Possible economic effect of the migrant pension is multiplied anPossible economic effect of the migrant pension is multiplied and afford tod afford to
him to live in very good conditions in his home countryhim to live in very good conditions in his home country

“live like a Bey in my home country”



Dilemma:Dilemma:

Should he come back home to enjoy his pension,Should he come back home to enjoy his pension,
benefiting from its multiplied value?benefiting from its multiplied value?

Or should he stay in the host country, benefiting aOr should he stay in the host country, benefiting a
high standard social protection?high standard social protection?

In both cases,In both cases,
social protection mechanism appearssocial protection mechanism appears

as a key element in taking the decisionas a key element in taking the decision



RETIRED RETURNEES AND ENTREPRENEURSHIPRETIRED RETURNEES AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Only little share of pensions is used in productive investments,Only little share of pensions is used in productive investments, mainlymainly
small and medium businessessmall and medium businesses

Despite of this, millions of Euros are invested in the local ecoDespite of this, millions of Euros are invested in the local economies,nomies,
and this contributes certainly to the sustainable development ofand this contributes certainly to the sustainable development of thethe
MaghrebMaghreb..

The returnee entrepreneur hardly ever contracts a bank loan whenThe returnee entrepreneur hardly ever contracts a bank loan when
investinginvesting

Savings accumulated in host country constitute the great sourceSavings accumulated in host country constitute the great source ofof
financing projects when coming back home:financing projects when coming back home:

 76% of return76% of return MaghrebianMaghrebian migrants finance their project withmigrants finance their project with
their own saving and pensiontheir own saving and pension
 13.9% of them contract bank loans (15.3% in Morocco and13.9% of them contract bank loans (15.3% in Morocco and
Tunisia, 9.5% in Algeria)Tunisia, 9.5% in Algeria)



Reasons explaining the autonomyReasons explaining the autonomy--behaviourbehaviour

1.1. Migrant has saved sufficiently during his career to finance a coMigrant has saved sufficiently during his career to finance a completemplete
project by himself, all the more so since these are small and meproject by himself, all the more so since these are small and mediumdium
businessesbusinesses

2.2. Mistrust between the migrant and the local banks:Mistrust between the migrant and the local banks:
 Migrant has a very bad vision of the local banking systemMigrant has a very bad vision of the local banking system
 But this lack of confidence is also expressed by the other side,But this lack of confidence is also expressed by the other side, as theas the

local banks consider the retired returneelocal banks consider the retired returnee’’s projects as lows projects as low--return andreturn and
risky investments:risky investments:

 return migrant, after having spent midreturn migrant, after having spent mid--life outside thelife outside the
country, has a poor, wrong knowledge of the local marketcountry, has a poor, wrong knowledge of the local market

 has then great difficulties in managing the human andhas then great difficulties in managing the human and
financial assets in the home countryfinancial assets in the home country

 advanced age: banks use to give loans more likely to youngadvanced age: banks use to give loans more likely to young
entrepreneurs that to retireesentrepreneurs that to retirees

The question of age is also related to the theory ofThe question of age is also related to the theory of
optimal period of time spent abroadoptimal period of time spent abroad

MIREM survey showed the following:MIREM survey showed the following:







RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS



CONSTITUTE A DATABASECONSTITUTE A DATABASE

Decision makers suffer lack of data concerning theDecision makers suffer lack of data concerning the
behaviour of the return migrantsbehaviour of the return migrants

Particularly true concerning the retired returnee, as theParticularly true concerning the retired returnee, as the
phenomenon is relatively newphenomenon is relatively new

Need to widen the knowledge base on the motivations ofNeed to widen the knowledge base on the motivations of
the retired return migrants, their projects, their needs andthe retired return migrants, their projects, their needs and
the potential they can offer to the home countrythe potential they can offer to the home country

Conduct surveys and make studies in the field ofConduct surveys and make studies in the field of
migration of the seniorsmigration of the seniors

AsAs MaghrebianMaghrebian countries have not the capacity to financecountries have not the capacity to finance
such complex studies, they should think aboutsuch complex studies, they should think about
partnerships with European and US academic institutions,partnerships with European and US academic institutions,
and NGOs and IO (IOM)and NGOs and IO (IOM)



RESTORE FAITH IN HOME COUNTRY ADMINISTRATIONRESTORE FAITH IN HOME COUNTRY ADMINISTRATION

Migrant afraid of losing an entire life ofMigrant afraid of losing an entire life of ghorbaghorba and savings in a badand savings in a bad
businessbusiness

Fear reinforced by the lack of knowledge of the origin society aFear reinforced by the lack of knowledge of the origin society andnd
cultureculture

Fear of corruption, bureaucracy and misunderstandingFear of corruption, bureaucracy and misunderstanding

Diplomatic representations in Europe must do further efforts inDiplomatic representations in Europe must do further efforts in
communication in order to offer a more positive vision of the recommunication in order to offer a more positive vision of the returnturn
back home and the investment in productive projects in the origiback home and the investment in productive projects in the originn
countrycountry

Message bust be convincing, because the idyllic image presentedMessage bust be convincing, because the idyllic image presented byby
the embassythe embassy’’s officers may contrast with what the migrant hearss officers may contrast with what the migrant hears
about his country, through official media (European TV and paperabout his country, through official media (European TV and papers,s,
Internet,Internet,……) and non official channels (family, friends,) and non official channels (family, friends,……))

Fear reinforced when he has already experienced problems with thFear reinforced when he has already experienced problems with thee
local administration (customs, border police,local administration (customs, border police,……))



SUPPORT THE RETURN MIGRANTSUPPORT THE RETURN MIGRANT

Create ministerial agencies to help the retired expatriateCreate ministerial agencies to help the retired expatriate
who wants to invest back homewho wants to invest back home

Provide migrant with accurate information concerningProvide migrant with accurate information concerning
investment proceduresinvestment procedures

Most of them ignore the last banking reformsMost of them ignore the last banking reforms
(hold current accounts in convertible local currencies)(hold current accounts in convertible local currencies)

Incentives to invest: tax exemptions and off shore areas,Incentives to invest: tax exemptions and off shore areas,
where investors can install exporting projectwhere investors can install exporting project

Help the retired migrants in conducting marketingHelp the retired migrants in conducting marketing
studies, and play a mediation role to help the migrantstudies, and play a mediation role to help the migrant
obtaining a local bank loan, or negotiating with the localobtaining a local bank loan, or negotiating with the local
administrationsadministrations



IMPROVE THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONEMENTIMPROVE THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONEMENT

Poor infrastructure: roads, electricity network, industrial estaPoor infrastructure: roads, electricity network, industrial estatestes
zones, web and telephone network, public equipmentzones, web and telephone network, public equipment

Small markets: Morocco 30Small markets: Morocco 30 mhmh, Algeria 30,Tunisia 10, small demand, Algeria 30,Tunisia 10, small demand
of goods and services, severe competitionof goods and services, severe competition

Offer to the retired migrants specific incentives to create projOffer to the retired migrants specific incentives to create projectsects
when returning homewhen returning home

MIREMMIREM’’ss survey: 88.8% of thesurvey: 88.8% of the MaghrebianMaghrebian return migrants had notreturn migrants had not
benefited any assistance from the local administration during thbenefited any assistance from the local administration during thee
coming back process, nor the investment procedurescoming back process, nor the investment procedures

Data show marked differences between the three countries, as 80.Data show marked differences between the three countries, as 80.8%8%
of the Tunisian returnees said they have not been assisted by thof the Tunisian returnees said they have not been assisted by theireir
own government, while this proportion is 90.9% among Moroccanown government, while this proportion is 90.9% among Moroccan
and 95.1% in Algeriaand 95.1% in Algeria

Lack of custom and tax incentives, low education level of the loLack of custom and tax incentives, low education level of the localcal
human capital and reluctance of the local banks to give loanshuman capital and reluctance of the local banks to give loans



Key factor that influences the behaviour of the retired migrant:Key factor that influences the behaviour of the retired migrant:
social mechanism in home countrysocial mechanism in home country

IMPROVE SOCIAL PROTECTIONIMPROVE SOCIAL PROTECTION

IN HOST COUNTRYIN HOST COUNTRY

Help retired returnees in regulating their situation regarding tHelp retired returnees in regulating their situation regarding to theiro their
social rights, as the pension and the health coverage, with thesocial rights, as the pension and the health coverage, with the hosthost
countries administrationscountries administrations

Keep updated documents, as residence permitKeep updated documents, as residence permit

Statute of retired migrant may be changed by the recent decisionStatute of retired migrant may be changed by the recent decisionss
taken in many European countries that are closing the doors oftaken in many European countries that are closing the doors of
immigrationimmigration

Create specific taskforces in charge of following the new legislCreate specific taskforces in charge of following the new legislationsations
in the host countries, and interfere if necessary in order to main the host countries, and interfere if necessary in order to make itke it
easier for the returnee to benefit his social rightseasier for the returnee to benefit his social rights



IN HOME COUNTRYIN HOME COUNTRY

Improve the quality of the medical services offered to the returImprove the quality of the medical services offered to the return migrantsn migrants

Private clinics should offer special rates to retired returnees,Private clinics should offer special rates to retired returnees, who can inwho can in
return pay in hard currencyreturn pay in hard currency

Tunisia: off shore clinics have been already created to admit noTunisia: off shore clinics have been already created to admit non residentn resident
patients, and return migrants should have access to thempatients, and return migrants should have access to them

If retired migrant knows that he can have access to an acceptablIf retired migrant knows that he can have access to an acceptable level ofe level of
health services in his home country, that will certainly encourahealth services in his home country, that will certainly encourage him toge him to
settle back home and then to invest locallysettle back home and then to invest locally

Specific assistance to return migrants to make them benefit theSpecific assistance to return migrants to make them benefit the socialsocial
protection in their origin countryprotection in their origin country

Assistance to widows and orphans who returned home and wish to bAssistance to widows and orphans who returned home and wish to benefitenefit
their social rights, as perceiving the pension of the spouse intheir social rights, as perceiving the pension of the spouse in the homethe home
countrycountry

Legal assistance to surpass the juridical problems with the sociLegal assistance to surpass the juridical problems with the social securityal security
administrationadministration



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION



Social mechanism is a key issue in the migration processSocial mechanism is a key issue in the migration process
in thein the MaghrebMaghreb

Reliance on the pension and savings of retired returneeReliance on the pension and savings of retired returnee
may be one engine of sustainable development amongmay be one engine of sustainable development among
others for countries as Morocco, Algeria and inothers for countries as Morocco, Algeria and in
particularTunisiaparticularTunisia

Clear necessity for theClear necessity for the MaghrebianMaghrebian governments to settlegovernments to settle
strategies to attract these pensions and inject them in thestrategies to attract these pensions and inject them in the
local economies, in the framework of micro projectslocal economies, in the framework of micro projects

Need to conduct deeper research to understand the socialNeed to conduct deeper research to understand the social
and anthropological factors that are behind the economicand anthropological factors that are behind the economic
behaviour of the retired returneebehaviour of the retired returnee

Knowledge of the motivations behind the return of retiredKnowledge of the motivations behind the return of retired
return migrant and the utilization of his pension isreturn migrant and the utilization of his pension is
without contest the key to positive migration policieswithout contest the key to positive migration policies


